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INFRASTRUCTURE LINK PATH second resolution or size higher than the first resolution or 
ARRANGEMENT DETERMINATION size based on the path arrangement determination model and 

METHOD AND SYSTEM the intermediate path arrangement . 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , in step ( b ) , the set 

TECHNICAL FIELD 5 of data that is processed at the second resolution or size only 
includes data associated with the determined intermediate 

The invention relates to an infrastructure link path path arrangement . The data associated with the determined 
arrangement determination method and system . intermediate path arrangement may be data at or near the 

location of the determined intermediate path arrangement . 
BACKGROUND 10 The other of the set of data is either discarded ( e.g. , by 

segmentation ) or processed at a resolution or size lower than 
Infrastructures such as electricity / power systems , oil sys the second resolution or size . The resolution or size lower 

tems , water systems , fuel systems , gas , tems , communi- than the second resolution or size may be the first resolution 
cations systems , transportation systems , etc. , are essential to or size . The processing may further include , before step ( b ) , 
the proper functioning of modern economies and societies . 15 processing the set of data such that some of the data is at the 
As the world becomes increasingly interconnected , cross second resolution or size and some of the data is at a 
area , trans - regional , trans - national , or even trans - continental resolution or size lower than the second resolution or size . 
infrastructure links becomes increasingly important . The processing may include reducing resolution or size of 
One specific type of infrastructure link is submarine some of the set of data . The resolution reduction may be by 

telecommunications cable system . Such cable system cur- 20 spatial averaging . 
rently spans over a million km worldwide , and it is expected In one embodiment of the first aspect , in step ( b ) , the 
to reach two million km in the foreseeable future . As one processing is performed in segments along the determined 
would expect , a substantial amount of cost will have to be intermediate path arrangement . 
spent on the development and maintenance of the worldwide In one embodiment of the first aspect , prior to the pro 
submarine cable infrastructure . The determination of the 25 cessing , the set of data is at a resolution or size higher than 
arrangement of submarine cable infrastructure is compli the first resolution or size . 
cated , as it may depend on cost factors as well as various In one embodiment of the first aspect , prior to the pro 
environmental and human factors which present risks that cessing , the set of data is at a resolution or size higher than 
may affect integrity , performance , ease of arrangement , the second resolution or size . 
repair , etc. , of the infrastructure . Natural disasters ( such as 30 In one embodiment of the first aspect , step ( b ) determines 
earthquake , volcanic activity , landslides , turbid flows ) and a further intermediate path arrangement ; and the processing 
human activities ( such as fishing , mooring , resource explo- further comprises : ( c ) : after step ( b ) , processing the one or 
ration ) may all potentially damage the cables . The cables , if more inputs and at least some of the set of data at a third 
damaged , will catastrophically disrupt telecommunication resolution or size higher than the second resolution or size 
services ( e.g. , internet connectivity ) in or across different 35 based on the path arrangement determination model and the 
areas , regions , or even countries . further intermediate path arrangement . 

There remains a need to reliably determine a path arrange- In one embodiment of the first aspect , in step ( c ) , the set 
ment of infrastructure links in view of various competing of data that is processed at the second resolution or size only 
factors in a resource- and / or time - efficient manner . includes data associated with the determined further inter 

40 mediate path arrangement . The data associated with the 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION determined further intermediate path arrangement may be 

data at or near the location of the determined further 
In a first aspect of the invention , there is provided a intermediate path arrangement . The other of the set of data 

computer - implemented method for determining a path is either discarded ( e.g. , by segmentation ) or processed at a 
arrangement of an infrastructure link . The method includes 45 resolution or size lower than the second resolution or size . 
receiving one or more inputs each indicative of a constraint ; The resolution or size lower than the third resolution or size 
and processing the one or more inputs and a set of data based may be the second resolution or size or the first resolution or 
on a path arrangement determination model . The set of data size . The processing may further include , before step ( c ) , 
includes data representing one or more factors affecting the processing the set of data such that some of the data is at the 
path arrangement . The method also includes determining , 50 third resolution or size and some of the data is at a resolution 
based on the processing , the path arrangement of the infra- or size lower than the third resolution or size . The processing 
structure link . may include reducing resolution or size of some of the set of 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the processing data . The resolution reduction may be by spatial averaging . 
comprises : iteratively processing the set of data at increasing In one embodiment of the first aspect , in step ( c ) , the 
resolution or size based on the path arrangement determi- 55 processing is performed in segments along the further inter 
nation model . The number of iterations in the iteratively mediate path arrangement . 
processing step may be predetermined . The number of In one embodiment of the first aspect , the processing is 
iterations in the iteratively processing step may be fixed or performed on one or more processors using a parallel 
may be adjustable . The one or more inputs may include processing method . The processing may be performed on 
input indicative of a set number of iteration ( the number of 60 multiple processors , e.g. , multiple processors that are oper 
iteration as a constraint on the number of iterations ) . ably connected with each other . The multiple processors 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the processing may optionally form a distributed computing system . 
comprises : ( a ) : processing the one or more inputs and the set In one embodiment of the first aspect , the path arrange 
of data at a first resolution or size based on the path ment determination model is based on fast marching 
arrangement determination model to determine an interme- 65 method . In this case if a parallel processing method is used , 
diate path arrangement ; and ( b ) : after step ( a ) , processing the the parallel processing method includes a distributed 
one or more inputs and at least some of the set of data at a memory parallel computation method . 

a 

a 

an 

a 

a 
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In one embodiment of the first aspect , the one or more In one embodiment of the first aspect , the computer 
factors include environmental factors and human factors . implemented method also includes presenting the deter 
The one or more factors may include one or more quantified mined path arrangement . Presenting the determined path 
geographic attributes of a geographic terrain in which the arrangement may include displaying , on a display , the 
infrastructure link can be or is to be arranged . The one or 5 determined path arrangement . 
more quantified geographic attributes may include topo The determined path arrangement may be overlaid on a 
graphical attributes or seismological attributes . The topo map , such as a map of the modelled geographic terrain . 
graphical attributes may , for example , be elevation attributes In a second aspect of the invention , there is provided a 
and / or bathymetry attributes . The seismological attributes system for determining a path arrangement of an infrastruc 

10 ture link . The system includes one or more processors may represent seismic - activities related hazard such as arranged to : receive one or more inputs each indicative of a earthquake hazard . constraint ; and process the one or more inputs and a set of In one embodiment of the first aspect , the one or more data based on a path arrangement determination model . The inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) set of data includes data representing one or more factors risk - level related constraint , and the determined path 15 affecting the path arrangement . The one or more processors arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost with are also arranged to determine , based on the processing , the respect to a predetermined risk level . path arrangement of the infrastructure link . 
In one embodiment of the first aspect , the one or more In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 

inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) processors are arranged to iteratively process the set of data 
cost related constraint , and the determined path arrangement 20 at increasing resolution or size based on the path arrange 
represents a path arrangement of lowest risk level with ment determination model . The number of iterations in the 
respect to a predetermined cost . iteratively processing step may be predetermined . The num 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the one or more ber of iterations in the iteratively processing step may be 
inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) fixed or may be adjustable . The one or more inputs may 
protection level related constraint , and the determined path 25 include an input indicative of a set number of iteration ( the 
arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost or number of iteration as a constraint on the number of itera 
least risk - level with respect to a predetermined protection tions ) . 
level . In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the path arrange- processors are arranged to ( a ) : process the one or more 
ment includes a path network with a plurality of paths or 30 inputs and the set of data at a first resolution or size based 
connected paths . Each of the paths may be formed by one or on the path arrangement determination model to determine 
more curved or straight segments , optionally with branch- an intermediate path arrangement ; and ( b ) : after ( a ) , process 
ing . The plurality of connected paths may be connected to an the one or more inputs and at least some of the set of data 
existing infrastructure link network . at a second resolution or size higher than the first resolution 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the path arrange- 35 or size based on the path arrangement determination model 
ment includes a single path . The single path may be formed and the intermediate path arrangement . 
by one or more curved or straight segments , optionally with In one embodiment of the second aspect , in ( b ) , the set of 
branching . In one example , the single path is a path con- data that is processed at the second resolution or size only 
nected to an existing infrastructure link network . In another includes data associated with the determined intermediate 
example , the single path is a new path between two prede- 40 path arrangement . The data associated with the determined 
termined geographic locations , optionally with predeter- intermediate path arrangement may be data at or near the 
mined intermediate geographic location ( s ) through which location of the determined intermediate path arrangement . 
the path has to pass . The other of the set of data is either discarded ( e.g. , by 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the path arrange- segmentation ) or processed at a resolution or size lower than 
ment includes multiple possible paths . Each of the possible 45 the second resolution or size . The resolution or size lower 
paths may be formed by one or more curved or straight than the second resolution or size may be the first resolution 
segments , optionally with branching . Each of the possible or size . The one or more processors may be arranged to , 
paths may pass through two or more predetermined points before ( b ) , process the set of data such that some of the data 
( including the endpoints ) . is at the second resolution or size and some of the data is at 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the infrastructure 50 a resolution or size lower than the second resolution or size . 
link includes a cable , a pipeline , or a transportation link . The The one or more processors may be arranged to reduce 
cable may be a power cable , a data cable , or a communi- resolution or size of some of the set of data . 
cation cable . The pipeline may be a liquid pipeline ( i.e. , one In one embodiment of the second aspect , in ( b ) , the one 
that transports liquid ) or a gas pipeline ( i.e. , one that or more processors are arranged to perform the processing in 
transports gas ) . The transportation link may be a road , a 55 segments along the determined intermediate path arrange 
walkway , or a railway . In one specific example , the infra 
structure link includes a telecommunication cable , option- In one embodiment of the second aspect , prior to the 
ally at least partly offshore . processing , the set of data is at a resolution or size higher 

In one embodiment of the first aspect , the computer- than the first resolution or size . 
implemented method also includes modelling a geographic 60 In one embodiment of the second aspect , prior to the 
terrain in which the path arrangement of the infrastructure processing , the set of data is at a resolution or size higher 
link is to be arranged . The geographic terrain may include than the second resolution or size . 
onshore , offshore , land , and / or sub - sea terrain . The model- In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 
ling may include modelling the geographic terrain into a processors , in ( b ) , determine a further intermediate path 
terrain model with multiple nodes . The geographic terrain 65 arrangement ; and the one or more processors are further 
may be modeled as a triangulated piecewise - linear 2D arranged to : ( c ) : after ( b ) , process the one or more inputs and 
manifold . at least some of the set of data at a third resolution or size 

ment . 
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higher than the second resolution or size based on the path In one embodiment of the second aspect , the path arrange 
arrangement determination model and the further interme- ment includes a single path . The single path may be formed 
diate path arrangement . by one or more curved or straight segments , optionally with 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , in ( c ) , the set of branching . In one example , the single path is a path con 
data that is processed at the second resolution or size only 5 nected to an existing infrastructure link network . In another 
includes data associated with the determined further inter- example , the single path is a new path between two prede 
mediate path arrangement . The data associated with the termined geographic locations , optionally with predeter 
determined further intermediate path arrangement may be mined intermediate geographic location ( s ) through which 
data at or near the location of the determined further the path has to pass . 
intermediate path arrangement . The other of the set of data 10 In one embodiment of the second aspect , the path arrange 
is either discarded ( e.g. , by segmentation ) or processed at a ment includes multiple possible paths . Each of the possible 
resolution or size lower than the second resolution or size . paths may be formed by one or more curved or straight 
The resolution or size lower than the third resolution or size segments , optionally with branching . Each of the possible 
may be the second resolution or size or the first resolution or paths may pass through two or more predetermined points 
size . The one or more processors may be arranged to , before 15 ( including the endpoints ) . 
( c ) , process the set of data such that some of the data is at In one embodiment of the second aspect , the infrastruc 
the third resolution or size and some of the data is at a ture link includes a cable , a pipeline , or a transportation link . 
resolution or size lower than the third resolution or size . The The cable may be a power cable , a data cable , or a com 
one or more processors may be arranged to reduce resolution munication cable . The pipeline may be a liquid pipeline ( i.e. , 
or size of some of the set of data . 20 one that transports liquid ) or a gas pipeline ( i.e. , one that 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , in ( c ) , the one or transports gas ) . The transportation link may be a road , a 
more processors are arranged to perform the processing in walkway , or a railway . In one specific example , the infra 
segments along the further intermediate path arrangement . structure link includes a telecommunication cable , option 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more ally at least partly offshore . 
processors are arranged to use a parallel processing method 25 In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 
to perform the processing . The one or more processors may processors are further arranged to a geographic terrain in 
be multiple processors , e.g. , multiple processors that are which the path arrangement of the infrastructure link is to be 
operably connected with each other . The multiple processors arranged . The geographic terrain may include onshore , 
may optionally form a distributed computing system . offshore , land , and / or sub - sea terrain . The modelling may 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the path arrange- 30 include modelling the geographic terrain into a terrain model 
ment determination model is based on fast marching with multiple nodes . The geographic terrain may be modeled 
method . In this case if a parallel processing method is used , as a triangulated piecewise - linear 2D manifold . 
the parallel processing method includes a distributed- In one embodiment of the second aspect , the system also 
memory parallel computation method . includes an output device for presenting the determined path 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more 35 arrangement . The output device may be a display arranged 
factors include environmental factors and human factors . to present the determined path arrangement by displaying 
The one or more factors may include one or more quantified the determined path arrangement . The determined path 
geographic attributes of a geographic terrain in which the arrangement may be overlaid on a map , such as a map of the 
infrastructure link can be or is to be arranged . The one or modelled geographic terrain . 
more quantified geographic attributes may include topo- 40 In a third aspect of the invention , there is provided a 
graphical attributes or seismological attributes . The topo- non - transitory computer readable medium for storing com 
graphical attributes may , for example , be elevation attributes puter instructions that , when executed by one or more 
and / or bathymetry attributes . The seismological attributes processors , causes the one or more processors to perform the 
may represent seismic - activities related hazard such as method of the first aspect . 
earthquake hazard . In a fourth aspect of the invention , there is provided an 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more article comprising the non - transitory computer readable 
inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) medium of the third aspect . 
risk - level related constraint , and the determined path In a fifth aspect of the invention , there is provided a 
arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost with computer program product storing instructions and / or data 
respect to a predetermined risk level . 50 that are executable by one or more processors , the instruc 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more tions and / or data are arranged to cause the one or more 
inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) processors to perform the method of the first aspect . 
cost related constraint , and the determined path arrangement 
represents a path arrangement of lowest risk level with BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
respect to a predetermined cost . 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the one or more Embodiments of the invention will now be described , by 
inputs comprise an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) way of example , with reference to the accompanying draw 
protection level related constraint , and the determined path ings in which : 
arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost or FIG . 1 is a flowchart of a method for determining a path 
least risk - level with respect to a predetermined protection 60 arrangement of an infrastructure link in one embodiment of 
level . the invention ; 

In one embodiment of the second aspect , the path arrange- FIG . 2 is a flowchart of a method for determining a path 
ment includes a path network with a plurality of paths or arrangement of an infrastructure link in one embodiment of 
connected paths . Each of the paths may be formed by one or the invention ; 
more curved or straight segments , optionally with branch- 65 FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an information handling 
ing . The plurality of connected paths may be connected to an system operable to implement the method of FIG . 1 and / or 
existing infrastructure link network . the method of FIG . 2 ; and 

45 

55 
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FIG . 4 is a schematic diagram of a system for determining attributes may represent seismic - activities related hazard 
a path arrangement of an infrastructure link in one embodi- such as earthquake hazard . The path arrangement determi 
ment of the invention . nation model may be based on fast marching method or the 

methods disclosed in the US non - provisional patent appli 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 5 cations which have been entirely incorporated herein by 

reference . The processing step may also include modelling 
One or more of the inventors of this invention have a geographic terrain in which the path arrangement of the 

devised various computer - implemented methods and sys- infrastructure link is to be arranged . The geographic terrain 
tems for infrastructure link path planning . These work may include onshore , offshore , land , and / or sub - sea terrain . 
include U.S. Non - Provisional patent application Ser . No. 10 The modelling may include modelling the geographic terrain 
15 / 785,793 , filed on 17 Oct. 2017 , entitled “ Method for into a terrain model with multiple nodes , e.g. , as a triangu 
Determining Optimal Laying Arrangement of Infrastructure lated piecewise - linear 2D manifold , as disclosed in the US 
Link ” , granted as U.S. Pat . No. 10,425,280 ; U.S. Non- non - provisional patent applications which have been 
Provisional patent application Ser . No. 15 / 992,480 , filed on entirely incorporated herein by reference . 
30 May 2018 , entitled “ System and Method for Determining 15 In step 106 , the method 100 determines the path arrange 
Optimal Path Arrangements for an Infrastructure Link with ment of the infrastructure link based on the processing . 
Two or More Design Levels " ; U.S. Non - Provisional patent In step 108 , the determined path arrangement is presented . 
application Ser . No. 15 / 992,559 , filed on 30 May 2018 , In one example , the presentation may include displaying the 
entitled “ System and Method for Determining Optimal Path determined path arrangement on a display . The determined 
Arrangements for an Infrastructure Link with Terrain Slope 20 path arrangement may be overlaid on a map of the modelled 
Consideration ” ; U.S. Non - Provisional patent application geographic terrain . 
Ser . No. 16 / 123,471 , filed on 6 Sep. 2018 , entitled “ System FIG . 2 is a method 200 for determining a path arrange 
and Method for Analyzing Survivability of an Infrastructure ment of an infrastructure link in one embodiment of the 
Link ” ; and U.S. Non - Provisional patent application Ser . No. invention . The method 200 may be part of the method step 
16 / 265,337 , filed on 1 Feb. 2019 , entitled “ System and 25 104 in the method 100 of FIG . 1. Broadly speaking , the 
Method for Determining an Optimal Path Arrangement of an method 200 involves iteratively processing the set of data at 
Infrastructure Link Network ” , the entire contents of each increasing resolution or size based on the path arrangement 
and all of these five US non - provisional patent applications determination model . 
are incorporated herein by reference . The method 200 begins in step 202 , in which the input ( s ) 

The inventors of this invention have realized , through 30 and the set of data at a first resolution or size is processed 
research , experiments , and / or trials , that existing methods based on the path arrangement determination model to 
for infrastructure link path planning face a significant dif- determine a path arrangement . As mentioned , the path 
ficulty associated with the massive amount of data required arrangement determination model may be based on fast 
to be processed for determining the suitable path arrange- marching method or the methods disclosed in the US 
ment in view of various factors and constraints . The inven- 35 non - provisional patent applications which have been 
tors have recognized that the search for high - quality ( re- entirely incorporated herein by reference . 
fined , accurate , etc. ) path design generally requires a large After the path arrangement is determined , in step 204 , the 
amount of data , which results in computational problems method 200 increases the resolution or size of at least part 
that may be difficult if not impossible to solve ( considering of the set of data , the at least part of the set of data includes 
computing time and / or computation resource ) . 40 data at or near the determined path arrangement . Optionally , 

FIG . 1 is a method 100 for determining a path arrange- the method maintains or decreases the resolution or size of , 
ment of an infrastructure link in one embodiment of the or discards the other part of the set of data . The increase in 
invention . The method 100 begins in step 102 , in which one resolution or size may be performed segment - wise along the 
or more inputs , each indicative of a constraint , is received . path arrangement determined in step 202 . 
The input ( s ) may be received by one or more processors via 45 Then , in step 206 , the input ( s ) and the set of data ( i.e. , the 
a user interface ( e.g. , input device ) . The input may include at least part of the 35 data which has been processed to have 
an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) risk - level related increased resolution / size ) is processed based on the path 
constraint , an input indicative of a ( e.g. , quantified ) cost arrangement determination model to determine a refined 
related constraint , and / or an input indicative of a ( e.g. , path arrangement . The refined path arrangement represents 
quantified ) protection level related constraint . The deter- 50 a more accurate path arrangement than the path arrangement 
mined path arrangement may represent a path arrangement determined in step 202. The path arrangement determination 
of least cost with respect to a predetermined risk level , a path model is substantially the same as the path arrangement 
arrangement of lowest risk level with respect to a predeter- determination model used in step 202 . 
mined cost , and / or a path arrangement of least cost or least After the refined path arrangement is determined , in step 
risk - level with respect to a predetermined protection level . 55 208 , a determination is made as to whether a predefined 

Subsequently , in step 104 , the method 100 then processes iteration completion criteria or iteration limit is reached . The 
the one or more inputs and a set of data based on a path iteration limit may be part of the input . If the criterion is met 
arrangement determination model . The set of data includes or the iteration limit is reached , the method 200 then stops 
data representing one or more factors affecting the path the processing in step 210. In one example , after step 210 , 
arrangement . The factors may include environmental factors 60 the method 200 may then return to step 106 or 108 of method 
and human factors . The factors may include one or more 100 of FIG . 1. Alternatively , if the criterion is not met or the 
quantified geographic attributes of a geographic terrain in iteration limit is not reached , the method 200 will return to 
which the infrastructure link can be or is to be arranged . The step 204 , which further increases the resolution or size of at 
one or more quantified geographic attributes may include least part of the set of data , the at least part of the set of data 
topographical attributes or seismological attributes . The 65 includes data at or near the latest determined refined path 
topographical attributes may , for example , be elevation arrangement . The increase in resolution or size may be linear 
attributes and / or bathymetry attributes . The seismological or non - linear . 
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In method 200 , the set of data used is initially at a high through different armour strengths . The construction cost 
resolution , and the method 200 processes it first using its low and breakage risk models may take account of the protection 
resolution version ( for increased computation speed ) and level . 
subsequently using increasingly - higher resolution version ( s ) The inventions disclosed in the US non - provisional patent 
( for increased accuracy ) . In method 200 , the set of data may 5 applications which have been entirely incorporated herein 
be down - sampled , down - sized , or spatially averaged to by reference alleviated the computation difficulties associ 
reduce its resolution or size . The reduction is resolution or ated with a large search space , e.g. , by using FMM that finds 
size may be local ( specific areas ) or global ( applies to all shortest path over a continuous manifold . FMM achieves a 
data ) . significant reduction in run time compared to a raster - based 
The set of data used in the methods 100 , 200 may be 10 algorithm that uses a discrete graph for modelling the earth’s 

obtained from public domain or private enterprises . For surface . However , with higher resolution ( which enables 
better quality solutions ) , even using FMM , path planning for example , the set of data may include topographic and long haul cables may become even more difficult , because it seismological data obtained from publicly available sources becomes necessary to optimize cable path planning over a 

such as National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 15 network with a large number of ( e.g. , billions of ) nodes . ( NASA , https://data.nasa.gov/ ) , the General Bathymetric Another difficulty is the requirement to load data of billions 
Chart of the Oceans ( GEBCO , https://www.gebco.net/ ) and of nodes into the computer . 
the United States Geological Survey ( USGS , https : // To this end , the multi - resolution approach in one imple 
www.usgs.gov/ ) . The set of data may include high resolution mentation of the method 200 may be helpful . The approach , 
global digital elevation data sampled at 1 arc - second of 20 in one example , iteratively adjust the path by diluting 
latitude and longitude ( about 30 meters ) obtained by NASA , ( coarsening ) the resolution of the used data in areas away 
available on the USGS Earth Explorer . The set of data may from the current path and increasing the resolution closer to 
include bathymetry data for the world's oceans at 15 arc- the current path . The path of a submarine cable is obtained 
second intervals , obtained from GEBCO . The set of data first based on the low - resolution representation of the land 
may include extensive gridded data of seismic hazard for US 25 forms . Then refinement is then done segment - wise along the 
and some other regions outside the US , available from path based on the high - resolution representation . The refine 
USGS , with 30 arc - second increments in longitude and ment may be repeated as needed . 
latitude . The set of data may include data from other sources , In one implementation of the invention , parallel process 
for example , http://gmo.gfz-potsdam.de and https : // map- ing is applied for path optimization and for loading the data 
s.openquake.org , which provide global seismic hazard 30 into the computer ( s ) / processor ( s ) . The validation of the 
maps . These seismic hazard maps mainly cover on - shore iterative localized multi - resolution methods using high per 
areas . The set of data may include information on tectonics , formance machines will enable reduced complexity algo 
global fault locations , past history of earthquakes and rithms that are important when HPC facilities are unavail 
ground shaking produced by past earthquakes , landslides , able . Note that FMM used for solving the Eikonal equation 
and locations of volcanoes etc. , provided by USGS . The set 35 is inherently sequential and hence highly time - consuming . J. 
of data may include confidential private data form private Yang , F. Stern , A highly scalable massively parallel Fast 
enterprises concerning sediment hardness , fishing areas , Marching Method for the Eikonal equation , Journal of 
environmentally sensitive areas , military areas , resource Computational Physics 332 ( 2017 ) 333-362 has disclosed a 
mining areas . The set of data may include bathymetry data domain decomposition method that can be used to realize 
at 10 meters intervals in specific regions in the areas where 40 highly scalable massively parallel computing of FMM , 
the private enterprises laid cables . Information of submarine which uses a method of restarting narrow - band . This method 
cables around the world that have been broken due to is adopted in one embodiment of the invention to the 
various reasons in the history may be used to help optimize infrastructure link planning problem due to the large geog 
the path planning . raphy datasets with billions of nodes . A distributed comput 

The elevation data obtained from public domain or private 45 ing platform with high performance computers or super 
enterprises may be further processed to improve useability . computers may be used to solve the problem by using a load 
For example , the coordinate transformation for the geo- balancing scheduler and different threads and nodes , where 
graphic data may be applied to convert the elevation data the nodes are interconnected with high - performance 
from latitude and longitude coordinates to Universal Trans- switches . The distributed - memory parallel computation for 
verse Mercator coordinates . A triangulated piecewise - linear 50 FMM as disclosed in Yang , F. Stern , A highly scalable 
two - dimensional manifold M can then be used to approxi- massively parallel Fast Marching Method for the Eikonal 
mate the earth's landforms . Elevation data from different equation , Journal of Computational Physics 332 ( 2017 ) 
data sources may be integrated . 333-362 will be adopted in one embodiment of the inven 

Various factors can be quantified for use in the above tion . 
embodiments . In one example , to quantify earthquake haz- 55 Referring to FIG . 3 , there is shown a schematic diagram 
ards , cable breakage risk is measured using the commonly of an exemplary information handling system 300 that can 
used metric in the field of earthquake engineering known as be used as a server or other information processing systems 
the number of potential repairs ( or failures ) , which has a in one embodiment of the invention . The information han 
well - established , statistically validated relationship with dling system 300 may be arranged to implement part or all 
ground motion intensities . Attributes of geographical loca- 60 of the method 100 of FIG . 1 and / or part or all of the method 
tions , such as seismic hazards , slope , fishing activities , areas 200 of FIG . 2. The information handling system 300 may 
of ecological value , existing submarine cables and pipelines , have different configurations , and it generally comprises 
etc. , may be considered . Additional protection ( reinforce- suitable components necessary to receive , store , and execute 
ment , armour , shielding or extra material ) may improve appropriate computer instructions , commands , or codes . The 
cable resilience in certain hazardous areas , but with addi- 65 main component of the information handling system 300 is 
tional upfront cost . Different levels of protection for sub- a processor 302 and , optionally , a memory unit 304. The 
marine fiber cables , varying with sea depth , are available processor 302 may be formed by one or more of : CPU , 
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MCU , controllers , logic circuits , Raspberry Pi chip , digital Although not required , the embodiments described with 
signal processor ( DSP ) , application - specific integrated cir- reference to the Figures can be implemented as an applica 
cuit ( ASIC ) , Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) , or tion programming interface ( API ) or as a series of libraries 
any other digital or analog circuitry configured to interpret for use by a developer or can be included within another 
and / or to execute program instructions and / or to process 5 software application , such as a terminal or personal com 
data . The memory unit 304 may include one or more volatile puter operating system or a portable computing device 
memory unit ( such as RAM , DRAM , SRAM ) , one or more operating system . Generally , as program modules include 
non - volatile memory unit ( such as ROM , PROM , EPROM , routines , programs , objects , components and data files 
EEPROM , FRAM , MRAM , FLASH , SSD , NAND , and assisting in the performance of particular functions , the 
NVDIMM ) , or any of their combinations . Preferably , the 10 skilled person will understand that the functionality of the 
information handling system 300 further includes one or software application may be distributed across a number of 
more input devices 306 such as a keyboard , a mouse , a routines , objects , and / or components to achieve the same 
stylus , an image scanner , a microphone , a tactile input functionality desired . 
device ( e.g. , touch sensitive screen ) , and an image / video It will also be appreciated that where the methods and 
input device ( e.g. , camera ) . The information handling sys- 15 systems of the invention are either wholly implemented by 
tem 300 may further include one or more output devices 308 computing system or partly implemented by computing 
such as one or more displays ( e.g. , monitor ) , speakers , disk systems then any appropriate computing system architecture 
drives , headphones , earphones , printers , 3D printers , etc. may be utilized . This will include stand - alone computers , 
The display may include a LCD display , a LED / OLED network computers , dedicated or non - dedicated hardware 
display , or any other suitable display that may or may not be 20 devices . Where the terms " computing system ” and “ com 
touch sensitive . The information handling system 300 may puting device ” are used , these terms are intended to include 
further include one or more disk drives 312 which may any appropriate arrangement of computer , information han 
encompass solid state drives , hard disk drives , optical dling system , or information processing hardware capable of 
drives , flash drives , and / or magnetic tape drives . A suitable implementing the function described . 
operating system may be installed in the information han- 25 The above embodiments provide a computationally effi 
dling system 300 , e.g. , on the disk drive 312 or in the cient way to determine infrastructure link path arrangement , 
memory unit 304. The memory unit 304 and the disk drive in particular an optimal one in view of various constraints 
312 may be operated by the processor 302. The information and factors , in a semi - automatic or automatic manner . Usu 
handling system 300 also preferably includes a communi- ally the more the amount of data used , the more accurate the 
cation device 310 for establishing one or more communi- 30 determined result ( path arrangement ) . However , this comes 
cation links ( not shown ) with one or more other computing with a computational speed and / or computational resource 
devices such as servers , personal computers , terminals , penalty . One embodiment of the invention applies a multi 
tablets , phones , or other wireless or handheld computing resolution or multi - size scaling approach to overcome the 
devices . The communication device 310 may be a modem , problem posed by data size ( being too massive ) . In one 
a Network Interface Card ( NIC ) , an integrated network 35 example , the multi - resolution or multi - size approach starts 
interface , a radio frequency transceiver , an optical port , an from low resolution gridding and suitably spatially averaged 
infrared port , a USB connection , or other wired or wireless data and iteratively and locally refining resolution , only 
communication interfaces . The communication links may be where required , to find the optimal path arrangement at the 
wired or wireless for communicating commands , instruc- fidelity achievable for the data . In some implementations 
tions , information and / or data . Preferably , the processor 302 , 40 parallelization is used to implement the existing provably 
the memory unit 304 , and optionally the input devices 306 , optimal algorithms and to load the data into the computer for 
the output devices 308 , the communication device 310 and improved efficiency . Domain decomposition method may be 
the disk drives 312 are connected with each other through a applied to realize highly scalable massively parallel com 
bus , a Peripheral Component Interconnect ( PCI ) such as PCI puting of a shortest path algorithm on a continuous 2D 
Express , a Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) , an optical bus , or 45 manifold in 3D space of the modelled geographic terrain . 
other like bus structure . In one embodiment , some of these The use of distributed computing enables the loading of 
components may be connected through a network such as massive amount of data into the system . The optimal solu 
the Internet or a cloud computing network . A person ordi- tions achieved by parallel processing will help assess and 
narily skilled in the art would appreciate that the information calibrate the multi - resolution algorithms , which may be 
handling system 300 shown in FIG . 3 is merely exemplary 50 important when facilities for parallel processing are unavail 
and different information handling systems 300 with differ- able . In one example , the optimization is scalable to achieve 
ent configurations may be applicable in the invention . path planning for infrastructure links that are over 5,000 km 
FIG . 4 shows an exemplary system 400 for performing the long and the resolution of the maps of the earth's surface and 

method 100 of FIG . 1 and / or the method 200 of FIG . 2. The existing cables may be at most 30 m distance between any 
system 400 includes multiple ( in this example , three ) pro- 55 two adjacent nodes . In some implementations the determi 
cessors operably connected with each other for implement- nation will provide one or more path arrangement ( s ) for 
ing a parallel processing method in performing the method least cost based on a given risk ( quantified , exact value or 
100 of FIG . 1 and / or the method 200 of FIG . 2. J. Yang , F. range ) , or for least risk based on a given cost ( exact value or 
Stern , A highly scalable massively parallel Fast Marching range ) . The determined path arrangement ( s ) will be at least 
Method for the Eikonal equation , Journal of Computational 60 partly optimal in view of one or more constraints , resulting 
Physics 332 ( 2017 ) 333-362 has disclosed a domain decom- in a more robust infrastructure link network , which may be 
position method operable to realize the highly scalable deployed , operated , repaired , serviced , or otherwise 
massively parallel computing of fast marching method ( one arranged cost effectively . Human errors in the determination 
example of the basis of the path arrangement determination can be reduced . 
model ) . This method can be implemented using the system 65 It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that 
400 for the distributed - memory parallel computation for fast numerous variations and / or modifications may be made to 
marching method . the invention as shown in the specific embodiments without 
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departing from the scope of the invention as broadly arrangement ; and the processing further comprises : ( c ) : after 
described and defined in the claims . The described embodi- step ( b ) , processing the one or more inputs and at least some 
ments of the invention should therefore be considered in all of the set of data at a third resolution or size higher than the 
respects as illustrative , not restrictive . second resolution or size based on the path arrangement 

For example , while the method and system of the inven- 5 determination model and the further intermediate path 
tion can be applied for determining path arrangement of arrangement . 
different types of infrastructure links , including but not 8. The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 
limited to : cable ( power / data / communication / etc . ) , pipeline wherein in step ( c ) , the set of data that is processed at the 
( liquid / gas such as oil / water / fuel ) , or transportation link second resolution or size only includes data associated with 
( road / railway / walkway ) . The infrastructure link can be 10 the determined further intermediate path arrangement . 
onshore , offshore , or partly onshore and partly offshore . In 9. The computer - implemented method of claim 8 , 
one example , the path arrangement includes a path network wherein in step ( c ) , the processing is performed in segments 
with multiple paths ( each may be formed by one or more along the further intermediate path arrangement . 
curved or straight segments , optionally with branching ) . The 10. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
paths may be connected . The paths may be connected to an 15 wherein the processing is performed on one or more pro 
existing infrastructure link network . In another example , the cessors using a parallel processing method . 
path arrangement includes a single path , e.g. , formed by one 11. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
or more curved or straight segments , optionally with branch- wherein the one or more factors includes one or more 
ing . The single path may be a path connected to an existing quantified geographic attributes of a geographic terrain in 
infrastructure link network , or it may be a new path between 20 which the infrastructure link is to be arranged . 
two predetermined geographic locations , optionally with 12. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
predetermined intermediate geographic location ( s ) through wherein the one or more quantified geographic attributes 
which the path has to pass . In yet another example , the path include topographical attributes or seismological attributes . 
arrangement includes multiple possible paths ( each may be 13. The computer - implemented method of claim 12 , 
formed by one or more curved or straight segments , option- 25 wherein the topographical attributes include elevation attri 
ally with branching ) . Each of the possible paths may pass butes and / or bathymetry attributes . 
through predetermined points / locations . 14. The computer - implemented method of claim 12 , 

The invention claimed is : wherein the seismological attributes represent seismic - ac 
1. A computer - implemented method for determining a tivities related hazard . 

path arrangement of an infrastructure link , comprising : 15. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
receiving one or more inputs each indicative of a con- wherein the one or more inputs comprise an input indicative 

straint ; of a risk - level related constraint , and the determined path 
processing the one or more inputs and a set of data based arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost with 

on a path arrangement determination model , the set of respect to a predetermined risk level . 
data including data representing one or more factors 35 16. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
affecting the path arrangement , wherein processing wherein the one or more inputs comprise an input indicative 
comprises : of a cost related constraint , and the determined path arrange 
a . processing the one or more inputs and the set of data ment represents a path arrangement of lowest risk level with 

at a first resolution or size based on the path arrange- respect to a predetermined cost . 
ment determination model to determine an interme- 40 17. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
diate path arrangement ; and wherein the one or more inputs comprise an input indicative 

b . after step ( a ) , processing the one or more inputs and of a protection level related constraint , and the determined 
at least some of the set of data at a second resolution path arrangement represents a path arrangement of least cost 
or size higher than the first resolution or size based or least risk - level with respect to a predetermined protection 
on the path arrangement determination model and 45 level . 
the intermediate path arrangement ; and 18. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 

determining , based on the processing , the path arrange- wherein the path arrangement includes a path network with 
ment of the infrastructure link . a plurality of paths or connected paths . 

2. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 19. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein the processing comprises : iteratively processing the 50 wherein the path arrangement includes a path network with 
set of data at increasing resolution or size based on the path a plurality of connected paths connected to an existing 
arrangement determination model . infrastructure link network . 

3. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 20. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein in step ( b ) , the set of data that is processed at the wherein the path arrangement includes a single path . 
second resolution or size only includes data associated with 55 21. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
the determined intermediate path arrangement . wherein the infrastructure link comprises a telecommunica 

4. The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , tion cable . 
wherein in step ( b ) , the processing is performed in segments 22. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , fur 
along the determined intermediate path arrangement . ther comprising : 
5. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 60 presenting the determined path arrangement . 

wherein , prior to the processing , the set of data is at a 23. A system for determining a path arrangement of an 
resolution or size higher than the first resolution or size . infrastructure link , comprising : 
6. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , one or more processors arranged to : 

wherein , prior to the processing , the set of data is at a receive one or more inputs each indicative of a con 
resolution or size higher than the second resolution or size . 65 straint ; 

7. The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , process the one or more inputs and a set of data based 
wherein step ( b ) determines a further intermediate path on a path arrangement determination model , the set 
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of data including data representing one or more receiving one or more inputs each indicative of a con 
factors affecting the path arrangement , wherein the straint ; 
process comprises : processing the one or more inputs and a set of data based 
a . processing the one or more inputs and the set of on a path arrangement determination model , the set of 

data at a first resolution or size based on the path data including data representing one or more factors 
arrangement determination model to determine an affecting the path arrangement , wherein processing 
intermediate path arrangement ; and comprises : 

b . after step ( a ) , processing the one or more inputs a . processing the one or more inputs and the set of data 
and at least some of the set of data at a second at a first resolution or size based on the path arrange 
resolution or size higher than the first resolution or ment determination model to determine an interme 
size based on the path arrangement determination diate path arrangement ; and 
model and the intermediate path arrangement ; and b . after step ( a ) , processing the one or more inputs and 

determine , based on the processing , the path arrange at least some of the set of data at a second resolution 
ment of the infrastructure link . or size higher than the first resolution or size based 

24. A non - transitory computer readable medium for stor on the path arrangement determination model and 
ing computer instructions that , when executed by one or the intermediate path arrangement ; and 
more processors , causes the one or more processors to determining , based on the processing , the path arrange 
perform a method for determining a path arrangement of an ment of the infrastructure link . 
infrastructure link , the method comprising : 
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